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Thank you for purchasing a quality MORGAN appliance. We trust that you will have a pleasant
experience with your new product. To guarantee safety and best efficiency, please read this
manual carefully and keep a copy for future reference.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

WARNING: THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED

IMPORTANT

the wires in this mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code:

GREEN-AND-YELLOW     EARTH

BROWN                             LIVE

BLUE                                  NEUTRAL

If the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this appliance do not correspond with the coloured
markings identifying the terminals in your power plug, proceed as follows:

•   the green-and-yellow wire must be connected to the terminal in the plug marked with the letter e or
   by the earth symbol or coloured green or green-and-yellow.

•   the blue wire must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter n or coloured BLacK.

•   the brown wire must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter L or coloured red
   or Brown.

If the supply cord is damaged, have it replaced by the manufacturer or its authorized service agent.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Before using your dispenser for the first time, boil and discard one full pot of water by following
the instructions below. You may notice a plasticky smell for the first time when using the
appliance. This is normal and will disappear over time.

fill the inner container by pouring cold water using a jug.
ensure that the inner container filter is in place.

NOTES:

•   do not fill the container directly from the tap, as 
   overflowing water could cause a short circuit or electric 
   shock.
•   do not add water above the maximum Water Level mark as
   hot or boiling water may spurt out or overflow resulting in 
   burns, scalds and/or other bodily injuries.
•   do not Be splash water on the control panel or on the 
   appliance’s exterior to avoid damaging it and causing electric
   shocks.

Water will begin boiling automatically when the power cord is
inserted into the power supply and powered on.

IMPORTANT During boiling:
•   do not open the upper lid.
•   do not touch hot steam escaping out of the steam vent.
•   do not place a cloth or other objects over the steam vent.
•   do not dispense hot water when boiling is in process.

DISPENSE WATER MANUALLY

REBOIL BUTTON

When the dispenser is in keep warm mode, use this button to reboil the water

•   reboiling a full container takes approx. 5 minutes at 20◦c room temperature.

•   ensure that water inside the inner container is above the minimum Water Level mark.

•   the water reboil button will not operate immediately after water is boiled.

WHEN NOT IN USE

1.  unplug the power plug from the power supply and detach the lid.

2.  discard any remaining water inside the inner container.

     • detach the lid before discarding water remnants to prevent from getting scalded.

     • It is recommended to discard water inside the inner container at least once a day as water 
       remnants may have an unpleasant odour, may rust and accumulate mineral deposits.

BY PRESSING THE DISPENSE BUTTON
ON THE CONTROL PANEL

Maximum
Water
Level mark
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Ensure appliance
plug does not
contact with water,
foreign or metal
objects.

Once the water has reboiled, the
keep warm lamp will light
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TROUBLESHOOTING

IMPORTANT NOTES
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1.  do not operate the appliance empty. doing so may damage the appliance or pose a fire hazard.

2.  exercise extreme caution when using the appliance placed on a kitchen storage shelf or within 30cm
     of a wall or furniture. If hot steam may discolour or distort the ceiling, wall or other surfaces or items.

3.  do not operate the appliance near a heat source to avoid a fire hazard.

4.  do not put ice, soup, milk, instant foods, tea, or other substances except water into the appliance.

5.  Boiling water containing tea bags, tea leaves or instant foods can cause the water to foam and spurt
     out and may result in burns and bodily injuries.

6.  do not insert or place foreign objects into the dispenser as these may damage or obstruct the 
     internal electrical pump, preventing water from being dispensed.

7.  do not use outdoors and do not use appliance for other than its intended use.

     PROBLEM                                    POSSIBLE CAUSES                                     SOLUTION

Water is not boiling l  Power plug not inserted into power 
     supply.

l  there is metal object or dirt on the tip
     of the magnetic plug.

l  Inspect the power 
     connections.

l  clean the tip of the 
     magnetic plug.

Water is not hot or does
not dispense properly

l  Power plug not inserted into power 
     supply.

l  mineral deposits may have 
     accumulated in the inner container 
     and filter.

l  Hot water does not dispense properly
     a few minutes after boiling.

l  Inspect the power 
     connections.

l  clean the inner container 
     and filter.

l  open the upper lid to 
     release air bubbles & close
     the lid. (Beware hot escaping 
     hot steam).

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

When using this oven cooker, basic precautions should always be followed, including the
following:

1.  all safety and operating instructions should be read before operation and user manual should be 
     retained for future reference.

2.  ensure that the voltage of the appliance corresponds to the voltage indicated on the power supply 
     rating label at the bottom of the appliance.

3.  ensure that the power socket is well earthed before plugging this appliance into a power supply.

4.  do not allow pins or other metal objects to contact with the magnetic appliance power to reduce the
     risk of short circuit, electric shock, and fire.

5.  always grasp the power plug firmly when unplugging the power cord from the power supply. do not
     yank on the power cord.

6.  do not attempt to dispense hot water while the appliance is still boiling or immediately after it has 
     boiled to prevent scalding or other bodily injuries.

7.  do not place the appliance on unstable surfaces or on surfaces vulnerable to heat to prevent a fire
     hazard.

8.  always detach the power plug from the power supply when the appliance is not in use.

9.  WarnIng: Hot steam may escape from the vent. do not touch the steam vent to avoid burns and 
     scalds. exercise extreme caution when opening the lid.

10.this appliance is not intended to be used by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 
     sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given 
     supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

11.never leave the appliance unattended while it is in operation, especially when young children are 
     nearby.

12.exercise extreme caution when moving an appliance containing hot oil or other hot liquids.

13.unplug from power supply when not in use and before cleaning. allow appliance to cool down 
     completely before assembly/disassembly of parts, and before cleaning.

14.do not operate appliances with damaged power cord or power plug or after the appliance 
     malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. return it to the nearest authorized service 
     centre for examination, repair, or adjustment.

15.to protect against electric shock, do not immerse power cord, power plug, or any parts of the 
     appliance into water or other liquids.

MODEL                                                                          MTP-TC160L

RATED VOLTAGE / FREQUENCY                              220-240V~ 50/60Hz

RATED WATTAGE                                                       750W

CAPACITY                                                                    6.0L

Water seeps out by itself l  Inspect and ensure water is not 
     overfilled past the maximum Water 
     Level mark

l  discard water until it is 
     below the maximum Water 
     Level mark.

White deposits appear in
hot water

l  these depend on the type of water 
     you are using and not caused by inner
     container corrosion or non-stick 
     fluorine coating peeling.

l  clean the inner container by
     boiling citric acid mixed with
     water. discard & do not 
     drink the water.

Loud boiling sounds can
be heard

l  excessive mineral deposit 
     accumulation can cause loud sounds 
     during boiling.

l  clean the inner container by
     boiling citric acid mixed with
     water. discard & do not 
     drink the water.

Hot water has an
unpleasant odour

l  chlorine odour in your tap water.

l  this is normal especially when you are
     using a new dispenser.


